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Abstract--A new, numerical approach is developed to simulate fluid phenomena by means of molecular 
type behavior. First, consider the large number of molecules to be approximated by a smaller number 
of aggregates called particles. Then, let the particles interact with each other according to a classical 
molecular type force F whose magnitude F is given by: 
G H 
F= -~+~,  
in which G, H, p and q are positive constants and r is the distance between two particles. The acceleration 
of each particle is related to the force by Newtonian dynamical equations. The CRAY X-MP/24 is used 
to solve numerically the resulting large system of nonlinear, ordinary differential equations. We then 
study fluid phenomena in the following order: (a) generation of particle fluids in a cylindrical region; 
(b) verification of basic fluid properties; (c) simulation of surface motion; and (d) simulation of surface 
tension. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fluids have long been of interest o mankind due to their fundamental roles in life processes. The 
complexity of the nature of fluids has led, theoretically, to different modelling techniques and 
approaches, most of which are based on a continuum approach. But, while the continuum 
hypothesis has dominated, many researchers using it understood that molecular behavior was 
fundamental to all dynamical behavior [1-4]. 
The purpose of this work is to present a noncontinuum approach for simulating the qualitative 
behavior of nonthermal, free surface fluid motions in 3-D. This approach will take into account 
only two types of forces to determine gross fluid motion, i.e. molecular type forces and gravity, 
which are called short-range and long-range forces, respectively. With the development of 
supercomputers, it has become possible to attempt this new approach in 3-D. If we wish to model 
a fluid, assuming a large collection of molecules, then the classical molecular force laws would yield 
a system of second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs), but the system is so large that 
there are exactly the same number of vector equations as there are molecules. It is not possible 
to solve such a system by means of numerical methods, at the present time, using today's 
technological resources. It is this restriction which has led us to consider an approximate, smaller 
model that behaves qualitatively as the larger system does. We will use an aggregation process 
whose detailed description is given in the next section. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  FORMULAT ION OF  PART ICLE  MODELL ING 
OF  FLU ID  PHENOMENA 
2.1. Molecular Forces 
From the classical, Newtonian point of view, molecules exhibit the following behavior. Two 
molecules interact only when they are relatively in close proximity to each other. Qualitatively, this 
interaction is of the following character [5]. If they are closer than a certain distance r to each other, 
the molecules repel; if further apart they attract; and the repulsive force is of a greater order of 
magnitude than is the attractive one. A mathematical formula for the magnitude F of the related 
force F of this behavior for two like molecules can be given as follows [6]: 
G H 
F= -7~+ ~, (I) 
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where G, H, p and q are positive constants and r is the distance between two particles. In equation 
(1), if we set F = 0 and then solve the equation for r, we get 
1 
r = (2 )  
with an attractive force resulting for larger values of r and a repulsive force for smaller ones. 
2.2. Principles of  Particle Modelling 
With the ideas of Section 2.1 in mind, and considering the large number of fluid molecules to 
be approximated by a smaller number of aggregates, called particles, the general problem to be 
studied is described as follows. 
Let Pl, P2 . . . . .  P:¢, with corresponding masses m~, m2 . . . . .  mN be N particles in a physical 
system. From a given set of initial data, let the motion of each particle be prescribed by the coupled 
system of ODEs: 
Fi = m~i ~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N (3) 
in which F; is the force on P~, r~ is the position vector of P~ and differentiation is with respect o 
time. In equation (3) we assume that 
Fi = F** + F* (4) 
where F** is the force of gravity, which acts on all particles uniformly, and F* is the local force 
on P~ due to molecular type interaction with immediate neighbors. In practice, a positive parameter 
D, called the distance of local interaction parameter, will often be associated with F*. The positive 
parameter D will assure that F* is, fact, local, by allowing only those particles whose distance to 
P~ is less than D to have a nonzero effect on P,.. 
2.3. Discrete Formulation of  Particle Modelling 
In general, system (3) cannot be solved analytically from given initial data and must be solved 
by means of numerical methods. The method of our choice is described as follows. For a fixed 
positive time step At, let tk = kAt, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  The position of particle P~ at t k will be denoted 
by r~.k=(X~.k,Y~.k,Zi.k), the velocity by V~.k=(Vi.k.x,V~,k.y,V~.k.z) and the acceleration by 
a~.k = (ai.k,x, a~.k.y, a~,k.z). Let position, velocity and acceleration be related by the recursion "leap 
frog" formulas 
vi.l/2 = Vi.o + ~At) ai,o (starter formula), (5) 
Vi ,  k + 1/2 = Vi ,  k -  1/2 "JI- (At) ai ,  k ,  k = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  (6) 
and 
ri.k+ l =ri, k'P(At)Vi, k+l/2, k = 1,2,3 . . . . .  (7) 
At tk, let the force acting on each particle P; be Fi, k = (F~.k.x, Fi.k,y, F~.k.z). We relate force and 
acceleration by rewriting equations (3) and (4), respectively, as 
Fi.k = miai.k, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N, (8) 
and 
Fi k V** ± ~* i 1, 2, N. (9) , ~ J ' i , k  q -  l t ' i , k ,  ~ • " " ' 
Then equations (5)-(9) determine the motion of each particle P~ recursively and explicitly from 
given initial data as soon as the r.h.s, of equation (9) is known. The force Fj.k will be determined 
as follows. First, fix the distance of local interaction, the positive parameter D. Now, any particle 
Pj, different from Pi, which is within the ball of radius D and center P~ is called a neighbor of P~. 
If Pj is a neighbor of P~, let r~j.k be the vector from P~ to P: at time tk, SO that the distance between 
the two particles will be II r;j.k II = I r~.k --rj.kl. Then the analogue of equation (1) to approximate he 
local force F*k on the Pa at time tk will be as follows: 
{(  Gin, m) Hm,mj~rji.k~. (10, 
F~. k = (r,y,k)p -t- ~ ]  riJ.k) 
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Fig. 1. Cylindrical basin R. 
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The total local force, 17.,, acting on P~ at time t, is defined by 
F** = ~ F** (11) 
j= l  
j# i  
where the summation in equation (11) is taken over all neighbors of Pi. At last, the total force Ft. k 
acting on Pi at time tk is defined by 
Fi, k,x ~ = Fi ,  k, x Fs.,k,y F*k ,y  Fi,j, z = F**.~ - m ig ,  (12) 
where g is a gravity constant hat is taken to be 980 throughout his work. Also, throughout this 
work, we let At = 10 -4, unless otherwise specified. 
3. GENERATION OF  PART ICLE  FLU IDS IN  A 3-D CYL INDRICAL  BAS IN  
The first problem that we wish to consider is the construction of 3-D particle fluids by means 
of detailed and illustrative xamples. Four examples will be given to show qualitative behavior of 
different types of fluid. Verification of fluid properties will be carried out in the next section. 
Example 3.1 
Consider a 3-D cylindrical basin R, whose axis is parallel to the Z axis, and whose base is a 
circle of radius 11 units. Let the center of the base be at (0, 0, 0), as shown in Fig. 1. Let the 
dynamical parameters be G= 100, H=700,  p= 1, q=3,  D =2.75, N= 1896 and mi= 1, 
i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ,1896. We arrange the particles in five layers in the basin, so that there are 378 
particles in layers 1, 3 and 5, and 381 particles in layers 2 and 4. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
Fig. 2. Particle arrangement i  layers 1, 3 and 5. Fig. 3. Particle arrangement i  layers 2 and 4. 
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Fig. 4. Initial configuration, k = 64,000, L = 1.0. 
arrangements of layers 1, 3 and 5, and layers 2 and 4, respectively. On a fixed layer, the particle 
arrangement is that of a triangular mosaic in which the distance between any two adjacent particles 
on a fixed row is unity, and the distance between any two consecutive rows is also unity. Between 
any two adjacent layers the particle arrangement is that of tetrabedral mosaic in which the distance 
between any two layers is taken to be L. All initial velocities are selected at random with speeds 
smaller than 8 x 10 -5. By estimating an appropriate value for L, we can determine all the initial 
particle positions so that formulas (5)-(12) can be used to describe the resulting particle motions. 
However, to keep all the particles within the cylindrical basin, we must first introduce a procedure 
for reflection when a particle collides with the cylindrical wall or the circular base. This is done 
as follows. At tk, let the distance from P~ to the Z axis be 
OR,., = ~ +  Y~k. (13) 
If OR~.k > 1 1, P~'s position is reset as follows. If 
NRi, k = 22 --ORi, k, (14) 
then 
xi., (15) X~,k=~NRi, k X ORi.k' 
and 
Yi.k (16) y,.k=~NR~.k X ORi----~k' 
Vi.x,k =~ -- ~V,.x.k, (17) 
Vi, y,k:=~--~Vi, y,k (18) 
Vi, z.k=~bVi, z.k. (19) 
5.6? i 
l O.- 
/ "r 
"--3.6"/' 
o ~ , ~ , . ,  ( ( ( ) ) L "  ",~ ) ~ - 1 1 . o o  
11.00 . . . . .  --- . . . .  -11.00 
Y 
Fig. 5. Initial configuration, k = 56,000. 
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Fig. 6. Example 4.1. Flow property, k = 1400. 
If zi., < 0, then reset it as follows: 
and 
Zi, k =~ -- Zi, k, (20) 
Vi, x,k=~fVi, x k , (21) 
Vi, k,y=~6Vi, y k (22) 
vi.zx ~ --SVi.z,k. (23) 
In formulas (17)--(23), 6 is a damping parameter which, for the time being, is set to 0.9. 
The final problem is to choose L, the distance between any two consecutive layers. We proceed 
than as follows. Let the initial configuration i teract in accordance with formulas (5)--(12) for the 
following cases: 
Case 1. L=0.75  to k=74,000.  
Case 2. L = 1.25 to k = 74,000. 
Case 3. L=I .00  to k=64,000.  
At k = 64,000 for each case the kinetic energy levels were much higher for Cases 1 and 2 than for 
Case 3, which means that the configurations of Cases 1 and 2 are at higher temperatures compared 
with Case 3. Also, Cases 1 and 2 at k = 64,000 exhibit higher degrees of sloshing compared with 
Case 3, which is correct. Since a sloshing fluid is relatively undesirable for our purposes, we choose 
the case L = 1 as the most appropriate one. This result is shown in Fig. 4. 
Note that if our unit of length were centimeters, then, for Case 3, the surface height is, approx. 
4.68 cm. This would yield a fluid volume of 1780 cm 3. If mass mi = 1 g, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  1896, then 
the density of this model is, approx. 1.06 g/cm 3. This density is close to the density of water at 20°C. 
For the following examples, we follow the same procedure, using the same cylindrical basin R 
and the same masses, initial positions, and velocities for the 1896 particles 
Example  3.2 
The dynamical parameters have the values G = 250, H = I000, p = 1, q = 3 and D = 2.1. The 
result is shown in Fig. 5 at time t56.000. The density of this example is 1.101 g/cm 3 
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Fig. 7. Example 4. I. Flow property, k = 2800. 
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Fig. 8. Example 4.1. Flow property, k = 4200. 
Example 3.3 
The dynamical parameters have the values G = 150, H = 800, p = 1, q = 3 and D = 2.4. The 
density of this example is 1.095 g/cm 3. 
Example 3.4 
The dynamical parameters have the values G = 200, H = 900, p = 1, q = 3 and D : 2.22. The 
density of this example is 1.083 g/cm 3. 
Note that we will discuss later cases in which p and q have values 3, 5; 1, 5; and 1, 7. 
4. VERIF ICATION OF FLUID PROPERTIES 
In this section we will show that the particle configurations generated in Section 3 have basic 
fluid properties. To do this, we will show that they flow easily, have buoyancy and flotation 
properties and expand appropriately when heated. 
4.1. Flow Property 
A fluid is a substance which may flow, that is, its constituent particles may continuously change 
their positions relative to one another. To show this property, we considered the following two 
cases which will be of primary interest hroughout. 
Example 4.1 
This example corresponds to Example 3.1. The flow is shown at the time steps depicted in 
Figs 6-9. 
Example 4.2 
This example corresponds to Example 3.2. The flow is entirely similar to that shown in 
Figs 6-9 [7]. 
Note that for simplicity we have shown the flow of particles out of the basin only on one side 
of the y-axis. 
4.2. Buoyancy and Flotation 
The fact that some objects ink to the bottom in a fluid, while others rise to the top is well-known. 
Now, if a fluid particle is replaced by a second fluid particle with a different mass, then the balance 
force will be disturbed. A greater mass implies a dominant gravity force, so the particle should sink, 
while a smaller mass should result in the opposite reaction. Let us then show that our particle 
~ o . ~ .  62 5 . ¢0 
1.6X'r 
................ 21.67 
- -0 .03  -- 21.69 - -43.34 -- 65 .00  
Y 
Fig. 9. Example 4. I. Flow property, k -- 5600. 
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Fig. 10. Example 4.3. Buoyancy and flotation property. 
configurations have these properties of fluids. To do so, first, we will select wo particles from each 
of our examples, and reset their masses to, say, 10 and 0.1, respectively. Consider, then the 
following examples. 
Example 4.3 
In Example 3.1 reset the two particle masses m42 = 10.0 and m~ = 0.1. Then, application of
equations (5)-(12) yields the motions of sinking and rising as shown in Fig. 10. The sinking of P42 
is shown at o, tsoo, t~5oo and &ooo, while the rising of Pro is shown at o, t~ ,  ttsoo, t~oo, t4soo, t~oo, 
tTooo and tmoo. 
3.0  
1 .6  
/ /o  o 
T ° o 
O 
O 
, .11 .00  
°°°°o°°o°  . . . . . . . .  ° °oo°~° .°°°° . . . ° °°  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . °  . . . . . . . .  . ° .  :5 .  
. . . .  °°°°o°° oooo°°°o~°'°°°°°°° . . . . . .  °°°°°o°°°°°'d'*°° . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . . . . . .  °°° ,'~ ~ 7 
0 • ;" j" , -11 .00  
11 .0  3 .67  -3 .67  - - t l .00  
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Fig. 11. Example 4.4. Buoyancy and flotation property. 
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Fig. 12. Example 4.5. Buoyancy and flotation property. 
Example 4.4 
In Example 3.2 reset the two particle masses m~3 = 10.0 and m787 = 0.1. Then, application of 
equations (5)-(12) to this example yields the motion of sinking and rising as shown in Fig. 1 1. The 
sinking of P24 is shown at to, t~,  tlo0o, &50o and t2ooo, while the rising of P766 is shown at to, t~,  
t~500, t3000, t4~, t~ooo, t7~, tsooo and ts~. 
The speeds and the paths of movement of sinking or rising particles depend on the total kinetic 
energy of the fluid particles in the basin. Were we to increase all the particle speeds o that the 
internal motions were also increased, then the sinking and rising trajectories would take place over 
longer times and be less vertical. An illustration of this idea is given in the following example. 
Example 4.5 
In this example we rerun Example 4.1, but with the changes made in Example 4.3. Particle/)765 
rose from the bottom and flowed along with the fluid particles on the surface, while the particle 
P~ sank with some movement in the horizontal direction. Figure 1 2 shows both the sinking of PI 
and rising of P756 at to, t7oo, t l~, t2~0o, t28oo, t35oo, &2oo, &9oo, t56oo, &30o, tTooo, t77oo and tuoo. 
4.3. Volume Expansion 
As a general rule, a fluid expands when its temperature is raised. Heating a fluid will result in 
an increase of the total system kinetic energy which yields a greater average distance between fluid 
particles. This explains the volume expansion. Let us show the effect of raising the temperature 
of our fluid examples by heating the cylindrical wall and the bottom of the basin. This is effected 
merely by choosing a damping 6 which is greater than unity. For each of the following examples 
we choose 6 = 1.25. 
0 
10.97 
¥ 
5.67' 
0.g6 
~3.1S6 
Px 
--3,64 
--t0.94 
--10.02 
Fig. 13. Example 4.6. Volume expansion property, k = 2000. 
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Fig. 14. Example 4.6. Volume expansion property, k = 3000. 
Example 4.6 
This example corresponds to the particle configuration generated in Example 3.1 and the results 
are shown in Figs 13 and 14 at t2000 and t~00 time steps, respectively. 
Example 4. 7 
This example corresponds to the particle configuration generated in Example 3.2 and the results 
are shown in Figs 1 5 and 16 at t2000 and ts000 time steps, respectively. 
From the figures of the above examples we observe, with an increase in time, a decrease in density 
and an increase in volume, with relatively rapid volume expansion when the particles have 
accumulated enough kinetic energy to escape the attractive, bonding effects of the local forces. 
Similar results were obtained after performing the same experiments as in Examples 3.1-3.3 on 
the remaining examples of Section 3. 
5. SURFACE PHENOMENA 
We turn now to phenomena which are related to the surface of fluids. In this study our concern 
is with problems of the following nature: (a) simulation of surface tension; and (b) simulation of 
surface motion. 
5.1. Simulation of Surface Tension 
The result of the following experiment indicates that the surface of a fluid, such as water, is in 
a state of tension. A small needle placed gently upon a water surface will not sink but will be 
supported by the molecular forces in the liquid surface. The molecules in the surface are d pressed 
slightly in the process. 
5.6"/' 
C:  
~ . 0 2  .~3 
3.68 
10.1)4 
0 .88  3.68 -3 .62  - t0 .92  
Y 
Fig. 15. Example 4.7. Volume expansion property, k = 201)0. 
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Fig. 16. Example 4.7. Volume expansion property, k = 3000. 
This result seems to be due to intermolecular attractions and is often explained as follows. The 
pressure in the bulk of fluid at rest is greater than the pressure near or in the surface of the fluid. 
This suggests that there are more molecules per volume present in the bulk than in the surface. 
So the average separation between molecules in the surface is slightly greater than that inside. On 
the average, then, the force between eighboring molecules in the surface has more of the attractive 
components han the repulsive ones. This creates a stronger bond in the surface, which explains 
the existence of surface tension. 
Now, we would like to perform the above experiment using our modelling approach. To do this, 
we need to construct a piece of solid matter, such as a needle. But first, we have to understand 
that, from the molecular point of view, one of the main distinctions between solids and fluids in 
that the molecules of solids are relatively much closer to each other than the molecules of a fluid. 
Based on this fact consider the following example. 
Example 5.1 
Let us begin with the computer experiment by considering the parameter choices and the basin 
generated in Fig. 4. We construct a needle on the surface by increasing N to 1927 as follows. 
Let 31 solid particles, PI897-Pm7, have positions (0.0, - 1.5 + (0.1)k, 3.7), k = 0, 1, 2. . . . .  30. The 
dynamical parameters to interface the particles of the needle with the particles of fluid are chosen 
to be G = 100, H = 1700, p = 1, q = 3 and D = w/~. The relative positions of the solid particles 
are taken to be fixed. The remaining parameters are the same as before. 
Due to the high density of the solid needle the execution of this experiment in the real 
physical situation isa very delicate procedure. It appears that the delicacy of this experiment carries 
over also to the computer analogue. Thus, the following steps were taken to complete this 
experiment: 
t82000" 
I 
5.6? 
10.99 
3.67 
X 
-3.65 
0 -10.97 
1t.00 3.a'? --3.87 -1t.00 
¥ 
Fig. 17. Surface tension, k = 82,000. 
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Fig. 18. Example 5.2. Initial drop configuration. 
For to-t:ooo, the velocities of the solid particles were set to (0, 0, 0) and the 
fluid particles were damped by the factor 0.3. The needle moved up to 3.72. 
The needle's motion was determined as follows. First, the total force acting 
on each solid particle Pi, i = 1897, 1898 . . . . .  1905, was found using the 
(a) 
5.67, 
o 
11.00 __ ,-'_3.67', 
1 .00 
3 .67  
-11.00 
-11 .00  
tl.33 1 ( ~  
1.00 
,67' 
5.6T ' 
X 
"3.6? 
-11 .00  °1.o0 -11.oo 
Y 
Fig. 19. Example 5.2. (a) Drop penetration. (b) Drop point of entry, k = 900. 
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above set of parameters. Then, the average of the total force acting on all 
solid particles is used to determine the motion of the needle at each tk, 
k= 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . .  
Step 2. For hooo-t~2,ooo, the velocities of the solid particles were damped by the factor 
0.3 and of the fluid particles by 0.999. The needle moved up to 3.73. 
Step 3. For t~2,oo~-t~,ooo, the velocities of the solid particles were damped by the 
factor 0.8 and of the fluid particles by 0.999. The needle moved back down 
to 3.72. 
Step 4. For t22,0o~-t42.000, thevelocities of the solid particles were damped by the 
factor 0.99 and of the fluid particles by 1.0. The needle moved down to 3.70. 
Step 5. For t42,00~-tT~.000, no damping was used. The needle began to oscillate by the 
maximum magnitude of 0.01 between 3.68 and 3.69, while the positions of 
the fluid particles around the needle were slightly higher than that of the 
needle. Figure 17 shows the stable configuration at ts~,000. 
5.2. Simulation of Surface Motion 
In this section, we simulate three phenomena which occur when a small object collides with the 
free surface of a fluid. The verification of these phenomena can be confirmed by performing the 
following experiment. Let a drop of milk fall into a basin filled with water. First, there is a 
backdrop. If this is not apparent, then repeat he experiment, but from a greater height above the 
basin. A second reaction, which may not be very obvious, is that a wave will be generated and 
5.67 
0 
11.oo 
(a) 
Y 
~.O0 
-11.00 
1t .33 11.00 
5.67 ~ ' ~  7 
~ --3.67 
_W.o; 1.oo 
Y 
Fig. 20. Example 5.2. (a) End of drop penetration. (b) End of drop penetration, k -- 1100. 
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Fig. 21. Example 5.2. (a) Backdrop generation. (b) Wave generation, k = 1200. 
going outward from the point of entry of the milkdrop. This reaction is more apparent if we repeat 
the experiment with a wider basin. Last, a reaction which can be recorded only with a high-speed 
camera [8], is that a very small drop may actually pinch off from the backdrop. All these happen 
in a fraction of a second. 
The study of surface motion phenomena by continuum modelling has been pursued widely 
[9-11]. In such models the tension in the free surface of liquid is imposed in such a fashion that 
the collision of a small object with the surface results in elastic type rebound. From the molecular 
point of view, we view this phenomenon asa reaction between molecules of the falling object and 
the molecules of the fluid near the point of collision. Thus, no new constraints or equations need 
to be introduced. The relatively high magnitude of repulsion is due to the high velocity of the falling 
object at the time of collision. The extent of the above reactions depends on the mass, the velocity 
of the falling object, and the density of the fluid in the basin. The following examples agree with 
this interpretation. 
Example 5.2 
The parameter choices of this example are the same as the basin configuration generated in
Example 3.1 and shown in Fig. 4. Let us increase N to 1909 by adding 13 more particles with mass 
mr = 2, i = 1897, 1898 . . . . .  1909, at (0.0, 0.0, 4.0), ( -  1.38, -0.79, 6.38), (1.38, -0.79, 6.38), 
(0.0,1.59,6.38), (0.0,0.0,7.76), (-1.38,0.79,9.14), (1.38,0.79,9.14), (0.0,-1.59,9.14) and 
(0.0, 0.0, 10.52). Let these particles have velocities (0.0, 0.0, -100.0), and let them constitute a
drop. The resulting initial configuration is shown in Fig. 18. Following, in order, the results of this 
impact are shown in Figs 19-23. Parts (a) and (b) show the configurations at the same time step 
but from different angles. Figure 19(a), at time tg0o, shows the tail of the drop penetrating the basin, 
while Fig. 19(b) shows a better view of the drop's point of entry and the particle around this point 
being repelled by the drop. We proceed now by showing in gray those particles whose heights are 
greater than the maximum surface height in Example 3.1. Figure 20 is at time tl~00. Figure 21(a), 
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Fig. 22. Example 5.2. (a) Full backdrop. (b) Wave motion, k = 1500. 
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Fig. 23. Example 5.2. (a) Full backdrop. (b) Wave motion, k = 1600. 
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Fig. 24. Example 5.3. Initial drop configuration. 
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Fig. 25. Example 5.3. (a) Backdrop formation. (b) Wave generation, k ffi 600. 
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Fig. 26. Example 5.3. (a) Backdrop formation. (b) Wave generation, k = 900. 
at time t~200, shows the generation of a backdrop, while from Fig. 21(b) we can observe the 
generation of a wave around the backdrop. Figures 22 and 23, at times hs00 and t l~, respectively, 
show two types of reaction, the one which can be observed better from the first view is the full 
formation of the backdrop and beginning of drop pinching, and the other which is more obvious 
from the second view is the water going outward around the backdrop. 
Note that the wave generated in the above example can be made more apparent if: (a) we 
constitute a drop with a larger diameter which has a greater impact in the horizontal direc- 
tion; and (b) the total number of particles in the basin is increased. The latter condition is desirable 
because of the relatively large value of D = 2.75 for this fluid configuration. Let us verify this with 
the following example. 
Example 5.3 
The parameter choices of this example are the same as for the basin configuration generated 
in Example 3.2 and shown in Fig. 5. Let us increase N to 1905 by addition of nine particles with 
mass ml = 2, i = 1897, 1898 . . . . .  1905 at (0.0, 0.0, 4.00), ( -  1.05, - 1.05, 5.82), (1.05, - 1.05, 5.82), 
( -  1.05, 1.05, 5.82), (1.05, 1.05, 5.82), ( -  1.05, - 1.05, 7.92), (1.05, - 1.05, 7.92), ( -  1.05, 1.05, 7.92) 
and (1.05, 1.05,7.92). Let these particles each have velocities (0.0,0.0,-100), and let them 
constitute a drop. The resulting initial configuration is shown in Fig. 24. Note that the number 
of particles in the drop is less than the number of particles in Example 5.2, but the way we set 
them constitute a drop with a relatively larger diameter. Now, application of equations (5)--(12) 
yields the following free surface reaction. Figures 25 and 26, at times t~ and t~,  respectively, show 
the generation of wave going outward from the point where the drop entered. The formation of 
a backdrop also can be observed. Figures 27 and 28, at times t~300 and tl40o, respectively, show the 
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Fig. 27. Example 5.3. (a) Backdrop formation. (b) Wave motion, k = 1300. 
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Fig. 28. Example 5.3. (a) Backdrop formation. (b) Wave motion, k = 1400. 
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Fig. 31. Example 5.3. (a) Full backdrop and drop pinching. (b) Wave motion, k = 2100. 
progress of waves moving toward the cylindrical wall, while the formation of the backdrop and 
of a particle being pinched-off becomes more evident. Figures 29 and 30, at times t t~ and t l~ ,  
respectively, show the progress of backdrop formation, pinch and the movement of the wave 
toward the wall. Figure 31, at time t2100, show the beginning of the return of the fluid toward relative 
equilibrium. 
A large variety of other examples were run with similar results following Ref. [7]. 
6. REMARKS 
Remark 6.1 
The fact that the pressure increases with depth in liquids has already been part of our discussion 
in Section 3. This phenomenon was assumed to be due to the increasing number of particles per 
volume as the depth increases. We will verify this by performing the following test on each of 
Examples 3.1-3.4 in Section 3. Consider, first, two particles from each example that are at the center 
of the top and the bottom layers. Then, let us find the total number of particles that are within 
the local distance of interaction, and the average of distance between the chosen particle and the 
neighbouring particles. The results are shown in the Table 1 below. 
Remark 6.2 
Relative to Section 3, we tried to see the effects in the gross behavior by changing the parameters 
p and q. The sets p = 3, q = 5; p = 1, q = 5; and p = 1, q = 7 were tried, but the gross reactions 
were similar to those already described. For p = 3 and q = 5, in all the cases, the volumes were 
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Table 1 
Number of neighboring 
particles Average distance 
Top layer Bottom layer Top layer Bottom layer 
Example 3.1 31 68 2.15 1.92 
Example 3.2 15 35 1.70 1.50 
Example 3.3 17 43 1.80 1.63 
Example 3.4 24 53 1.96 1.76 
decreased by, approximately, a factor of 15%. It can be easily verified that the distances of local 
interactions are exactly the same for these parameters as for the previous cases, while the magnitude 
of the attraction and repulsion components have been changed. For both the remaining cases, the 
types of changes were typical, but with a greater reduction in volume and a considerable increase 
in density. 
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